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Abstract: Maritime transportation plays a vital role in global trade, and studying the resilience of the
global maritime network is crucial for ensuring its sustainable development. Currently, the ongoing
conflict between Russia and Ukraine has garnered significant global attention. However, there is a
lack of specific research on the impact of the conflict on maritime shipping, particularly the resilience
of the global maritime network. This paper proposes a resilience assessment framework under the
influence of significant events by combining complex network metrics and network performance
indicators from the resilience triangle model. It quantitatively evaluates the resilience changes in the
global maritime network before and after the outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine conflict. The experiment
utilizes real automatic identification system (AIS) maritime trajectory data to quantify and visualize
the changes in global maritime traffic during a 20-day period before and after the conflict, constructing
the global maritime network for resilience calculations. The research findings indicate the following
changes occurred after the Russia–Ukraine conflict. Firstly, the global maritime industry experienced
overall growth, with increased ship transportation between ports. Transportation in certain regions
was negatively affected, with a significant decrease in ship activities in the Black Sea and Adriatic
Sea areas. The positions of Russia and Ukraine in the world maritime industry noticeably declined.
Secondly, the network connectivity, network size, and network density of the global maritime network
significantly increased, indicating an enhanced network resilience. According to our quantitative
results, from a topological perspective, we observed the following changes: network connectivity
increased by 27.2%, network scale increased by 36.6%, network density increased by 32.4%, and
network resilience increased by 18.6%. Thirdly, the global maritime network is characterized by a
high degree of heterogeneity, and the impact of conflicts on the heterogeneity of the shipping network
is not significant. Finally, the network exhibited a slower performance decline under random attacks,
while deliberate attacks led to a sharp decline. Due to the adaptive nature of the maritime network,
the resilience of the network improves in terms of its topology following the outbreak of conflicts.
After conflict incidents, the rate of performance decline during simulated attacks is lower compared
to the pre-conflict period.

Keywords: global maritime; resilience assessment; significant events; Russia–Ukraine conflict

1. Introduction

Transportation networks are highly vulnerable to various disruptions, including war-
fare conflicts, extreme climate change, COVID-19 [1], black swan events, and political
regime changes. The global maritime transportation network serves as an indicator of
global economic functioning and is also a crucial safeguard for global trade and energy
transportation security. According to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Devel-
opment (UNCTAD) data, over 80% of global trade volume relies on the global maritime
network [2]. The impact of international events can significantly reduce the capacity for
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ports to send and receive goods [3], thereby affecting the stability and sustainability of
transportation. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop analytical approaches for
assessing the impact of international events.

With the continuous development of globalization and the sustained growth of
international trade, maritime transportation has emerged as a crucial mode of international
trade and serves as a vital link connecting economies worldwide. Maritime transport plays
a crucial role in the global transportation of energy resources, including liquefied natural
gas (LNG) [4], petroleum [5], coal, and more. The rapid melting of sea ice coverage in the
Arctic has increased the navigability of trans-Arctic routes and enhanced the commercial
feasibility of the Arctic routes [6]. In recent years, researchers have been studying the
resilience of the global maritime network to various major events, including natural
disasters, pirate activities, and terrorist attacks [7]. The resilience of the maritime network
is a crucial factor in ensuring the smooth operation of international trade. The ongoing
conflict between Russia and Ukraine has garnered significant global attention due to
the tense situation. Currently, research on the impact of the Russia–Ukraine conflict
encompasses various aspects, including global food security [8,9], stock volatility [10,11],
financial spillover effects [12], and gasoline price [13]. Research has shown that the
relationship among financial assets has changed due to the Russia–Ukraine conflict [14].
Similarly, the Russia–Ukraine conflict may have profound implications for the global
maritime network, such as the flow of goods, port operations, and trade routes. Therefore,
investigating the impact of the Russia–Ukraine conflict on the global maritime network
is of significant practical importance. However, there is a lack of research on the specific
effects of the conflict on maritime transportation, particularly regarding the resilience of
the global maritime network.

Resilience is commonly used to evaluate the stability of transportation network struc-
tures. Resilience is a function that describes the response of a system to external events over
time, and it is typically analyzed as a time-dependent function within the context of the
system [15]. The concept of resilience, as initially proposed by Bruneau et al., encompasses
four attributes: robustness, redundancy, resourcefulness, and rapidity of recovery [16].
From our understanding, at a macro level, improving robustness and recovery speed are
goals for enhancing resilience, while increasing redundancy and resourcefulness are means
to establish a highly resilient network. Traffic network resilience refers to the network’s abil-
ity to maintain its level of service or recover to that level within a defined timeframe [17]. In
the face of an attack, a network with higher resilience exhibits greater resistance and ability
to recover. A network with high resilience can quickly absorb attacks and recover, thereby
minimizing the losses caused by unexpected events [18]. There are two main categories
for measuring traffic network resilience: those based on topological structure indicators
and those based on system performance indicators. Approaches based on topological struc-
ture indicators approach resilience from the perspective of complex networks, utilizing
statistically derived network structural parameters as metrics to evaluate resilience.

However, currently, most resilience evaluation methods for transportation network
structures are difficult to apply to large-scale global maritime networks, especially when
it comes to assessing the impact of sudden international events like war conflicts on the
resilience of the global maritime network. There is a lack of evaluation cases and methods
specifically focusing on the resilience impact of such events. This study proposes an
analytical framework to assess the impact of major events on the global maritime network.
It combines traffic network resilience indicators with network robustness analysis methods,
integrating topological and flow-based approaches. By analyzing and mining data, the
framework aims to uncover network characteristics and behaviors, as well as explore
structural changes in the maritime network before and after major events. Finally, the
framework is tested using real AIS vessel trajectory data from 20 days before and after the
Russia–Ukraine conflict. The experimental results indicate the following: overall growth in
the global maritime industry and an increase in vessel transportation volume between ports
after the conflict; a significant decline in the status of Russia and Ukraine within the global
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maritime industry; the resilience of the global maritime network has been observed to
strengthen from a topological perspective; an improved recovery capability of the network
after the conflict, with a lower performance decline rate compared to before the conflict.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the current literature
focusing on changes in the resilience of global maritime transport networks before and
after international events is reviewed. In Section 3, the materials and methods of this
study are presented, and a methodological framework for assessing the resilience of global
maritime networks is proposed. In Section 4, the analyses and findings of research on the
impact of the Russia–Ukraine conflict on global maritime networks using real automatic
identification system (AIS) data and our research framework are presented. In Sections 5
and 6, the work is summarized, and suggestions are made for possible future studies.

2. Related Works

The automatic identification system (AIS) is a widely used wireless communication
technology in the maritime industry, designed as an aid to navigation systems for maritime
safety and communication. For researchers and analysts, AIS data serve as a valuable
resource. AIS data offer numerous advantages, including real-time availability, wide
coverage, rich information content, high reliability, and scalability. Analyzing large volumes
of AIS data enables us to understand global shipping trends and patterns. Extracting
trajectories from AIS data is considered a well-established technique and finds applications
in ship monitoring, route analysis, and maritime traffic management. AIS data can be
utilized for conducting research on modeling shipping routes in port areas for maritime
surface ship transportation [19]. AIS data can also be utilized for conducting research
on trajectory analysis and extraction of trajectory patterns, including predicting arrival
port, arrival time, and next position for maritime vessels, as well as performing anomaly
detection in vessel trajectories [20]. Huang et al. presented a method for extracting maritime
traffic routes using AIS data and a multi-dimensional Density-Based Spatial Clustering of
Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm, involving trajectory compression, similarity
measurement, trajectory clustering, and centerline extraction [21].

Several studies have investigated the impacts of international events on the mar-
itime industry. For instance, Cho and Hong [22] analyzed the effects of the US–China
conflict, global protectionism, and the closure of international institutions like the World
Trade Organization (WTO) on port logistics demand, using a dynamic computational
general equilibrium (CGE) model and a trade-cargo-container conversion approach. They
concluded that the combination of tariffs and non-tariff barriers significantly reduces
international trade and demand for maritime logistics services. Fang and Yu [7], focus-
ing on the global shipping network, studied the influence of international events on
the network. They proposed a method based on the automatic identification system
(AIS) to identify dynamic changes in the shipping network before and after international
events. They also introduced a spatiotemporal modeling approach to examine the trend
similarity of various transportation parameters in the global shipping industry. They
established a spatiotemporal analysis framework and analyzed the impacts of three inter-
national events—military conflicts, the lifting of economic sanctions, and government
elections—on the shipping network.

Resilience is the ability of a transportation system to maintain its level of service or
recover to that level within a specified period [15]. Bruneau [16] provides a comprehensive
description of resilience, identifying four key properties: robustness, rapidity, redundancy,
and resourcefulness. Resilience has three positive impacts: increased reliability, faster
recovery, and reduced losses. Murray-Tuite [23] was among the first to define resilience in
the field of transportation, and since then, the concept of resilience has been increasingly
applied in the transportation domain. Implementing measures to enhance resilience in
transportation systems can improve their ability to withstand disruptive events, minimize
losses, and enhance recovery speed.
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There have been previous studies on the resilience of the global maritime network.
Peng et al. utilized global vessel automatic identification system (AIS) data to construct
networks for oil tanker transportation, container ship transportation, and bulk carrier
transportation. They employed complex network analysis methods and employed four
attack strategies to evaluate the robustness of these networks [24]. Researchers from the
University of Arkansas and Rutgers University [25] developed a decision system for cargo
loading in response to sudden disasters in national inland waterways. They suggested that
understanding the resilience of the inland waterway transportation system can serve as a
reference for cargo unloading decisions. The resilience of the inland waterway system is a
function of interdependent infrastructure (locks, bridges, terminals, etc.), environmental
factors (channel width, confluence-divergence, etc.), and operations (supply chain, traffic
management, etc.). Similarly, Mayada Omer et al. developed a resilience assessment
framework for maritime systems [3]. This framework included the extraction of network
models from the physical network, the identification of resiliency metrics, and the model-
ing of the system using network optimization techniques and a system dynamics model.
Three key resiliency metrics were identified: tonnage resiliency, time resiliency, and cost
resiliency. The assessment evaluated these metrics in terms of diversity, collaboration,
and resource allocation. Additionally, the framework proposed strategies for reducing
vulnerability and increasing the system’s adaptive capacity, ultimately leading to a more
resilient maritime system. There have also been studies that utilize network structural
parameters to assess network resilience [26]. A simulation-based approach was employed
in this research, where resilience was calculated based on the combined effects of network
density, centrality, connectivity, and network size. The resilience assessment framework,
based on complex network theory, is highly effective for evaluating the resilience of large-
scale global maritime networks. By leveraging complex network indicators and resilience
models, the resilience of maritime networks can be comprehensively evaluated [27]. This
approach was also applied to the analysis of oil and gas trade networks in global maritime
transportation [18]. Building upon the aforementioned research, this study improves upon
existing methodologies by refining the calculation of complex network indicators and
integrating network performance indicators, which also reflect the dimensional character-
istics of resilience, into the resilience assessment. The study will analyze the changes in
global maritime network resilience before and after the Russia–Ukraine conflict, providing
valuable insights into the dynamics of resilience in the face of geopolitical disruptions.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Study Area

To investigate the impact of international events on the global maritime resilience, we
chose the Russia–Ukraine conflict as a case study (Figure 1). In this research, we collected
automatic identification system (AIS) data for container ships from 1 January to 31 March
2022, totaling 197,987 vessels. The AIS data utilized in this study were sourced from a
newly purchased dataset by the research team. Additionally, we utilized the “WORLD
PORT INDEX”, published by the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency of the United
States, which provided information on 3669 ports categorized into large, medium, small,
and very-small sizes. Spatial position matching was performed to associate the trajectory
data with the corresponding port locations.
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Figure 1. Map of the study area.

3.2. Data Preprocessing and Statistical Distribution Analysis

The study utilized a massive volume of AIS trajectory data. We selected a time period
of 20 days before and after the outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine conflict on 24 February
2022. This time frame encompasses the critical moments of the conflict, including combat
operations and port blockades, allowing us to capture the direct impact of the conflict on
vessel activities and maritime networks. During the 20-day period following the conflict
outbreak, various countries and ship operators implemented a series of measures and
adjustments to adapt to the situation and challenges brought about by the conflict. These
measures would significantly affect changes in route adjustments, port selections, and vessel
utilization. By comparing the same length of time before and after the conflict, we can
quantify the extent of the conflict’s impact on vessel activities. This time duration provides
ample data information, ensures a sufficient sample size, and mitigates the interference of
seasonal variations in maritime activities to some extent. After the time filtering process,
a total of approximately 1.732 billion trajectory data points were obtained, with 20 days
of data on each side. To ensure a consistent time interval between trajectory points and
reduce redundant data, we performed trajectory resampling.

We conducted a statistical analysis of the changes in the number of vessels before and
after the conflict to describe the overall situation of the global maritime network, aiming
to understand the fluctuations in vessel numbers during the conflict and how they may
have been affected. We observed an unexpected trend (Table 1); before the outbreak of
the conflict (between 4th February and 23rd February), the global maritime network had a
total of 171,614 vessels, whereas after the conflict erupted (between 25th February and 16th
March), this number increased to 185,503 vessels.

Table 1. Changes in the number of vessels before and after the Russia–Ukraine conflict.

Date Including Fishing Vessels Excluding Fishing Vessels

4th February–23rd February 171,614 159,556
25th February–16th March 185,503 172,518

Before and after the outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine conflict, there were changes in
the number of ports involved in global maritime shipping. Out of a total of 3669 ports,
the number of ports engaged in maritime shipping was 2657 in the 20 days leading up to
the conflict, which increased to 2996 in the 20 days following the conflict. Among them,
52 ports were involved in maritime shipping in the 20 days before the conflict but were not
utilized in the 20 days after the conflict. Additionally, 2605 ports consistently participated
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in maritime shipping, both before and after the conflict. Furthermore, there were 391 ports
that did not engage in maritime shipping in the 20 days before the conflict but started to be
utilized in the 20 days after the conflict.

After the outbreak of the conflict, there was a change in the range of vessel activities,
with more vessels flocking to specific regions or ports. This phenomenon could be attributed
to increased demand in certain areas or ports, route adjustments, or policy changes. Another
explanation is that some vessels may have chosen to avoid conflict-affected areas and opted
for alternative routes or ports, resulting in an increase in vessel numbers in those regions.

However, it is important to note that, in order to analyze the impact of the conflict
more accurately, we need to consider excluding fishing vessel data. Fishing vessels are
primarily engaged in fishing activities and are less affected by geopolitical events. Their
inclusion in the analysis could introduce a certain level of influence on the overall vessel
count. Therefore, this study excluded fishing vessels and focused solely on cargo ships,
liquid cargo ships, passenger vessels, and special-purpose vessels for research purposes.

In conclusion, the increase in the number of vessels in the global maritime network
after the conflict outbreak is indeed surprising. Further in-depth research and data support
are needed to better understand the impact of the conflict on different types of vessels
and specific regions. Such analysis will contribute to uncovering the complex effects of
conflicts on maritime transportation networks and providing more accurate information
and strategies for dealing with similar events.

We created a global maritime traffic trajectory density map (Figure 2) using AIS data
before and after the Russia–Ukraine conflict. It is evident that the density of the global
maritime network significantly increased after the conflict, indicating an overall rise in global
maritime activities. By comparing the global maritime traffic trajectory density map and the
density variation maps (Figure A1) of the 20 days before and after the Russia–Ukraine conflict,
we observed a significant trend; after the conflict, there was a noticeable increase in vessel
traffic in the Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, and Arctic Oceans, leading to an overall rise in global
maritime activities.

Figure 2. Global maritime traffic trajectory density map, illustrating the density maps of average
vessel passages per square kilometer for 20 days before and after the outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine
conflict. Vessel categories: (a) before 20 days, (b) after 20 days. In the figure, darker colors indicate
higher vessel trajectory density, reflecting greater levels of maritime activities in those regions.

This finding indicates that there were noticeable adjustments and adaptations in the
global maritime traffic network following the outbreak of the conflict. In the vicinity of
the conflict-affected areas, vessels may have chosen to avoid the conflict’s impact and
diverted to alternative routes or ports, resulting in an increase in maritime activities in
those corresponding regions. Meanwhile, in oceanic areas further away from the conflict,
the increase in vessel numbers could be attributed to meeting the growing demands of
trade and transportation.

The overall increase in global maritime density reflects the adaptability and resilience
of the maritime transportation network. Despite the negative impacts of the conflict on
certain regions and types of vessels, maritime activities on a global scale have remained
active and stable.
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3.3. Methodology

Network analysis is a widely used method for understanding complex systems, includ-
ing areas such as transportation and communication networks. In the context of maritime
transport, network analysis is particularly effective in providing insights into the structure
and dynamic characteristics of the global maritime network, encompassing flow patterns,
connectivity, and resilience. This study presents a framework (Figure 3) for assessing the
resilience of the global maritime network and reveals the impact of the Russia–Ukraine
conflict on the network. Firstly, global maritime origin–destination (OD) pairs, for the
20 days before and after the Russia–Ukraine conflict, were extracted from port and AIS
data. OD pairs are records of ships’ voyages between ports around the world, with ports
as nodes and ODs as edges, allowing the construction of complex networks of global
maritime transport before and after conflicts. Subsequently, a resilience calculation formula
was developed and applied to compute the resilience of the maritime network before and
after the conflict. The resilience calculation formula comprises multiple indicators derived
from the complex maritime network. Finally, the accuracy of the resilience calculation
was validated using a simulated attack method, to predict changes in the performance of
the global maritime network in the face of an attack before and after the Russia–Ukraine
conflict, thereby revealing the impact of the event on the maritime transportation system.
This analysis leverages the inherent characteristics of a highly resilient network, which
demonstrates increased robustness and a stronger ability to withstand attacks when faced
with adversarial situations.

Figure 3. Assessment framework for the impact of the Russia–Ukraine conflict on global maritime
network resilience.

3.3.1. Visualization of the Network and Identification of Key Network Properties

AIS data include the maritime mobile service identity (MMSI) for each vessel, the
latitude and longitude of trajectory points, the time of arrival at each point, and other
information. Port data include the port index number, port name, country, longitude and
latitude, port size, and other information. When vessels are at port, their trajectories exhibit
spatial aggregation. Based on the harbor size attribute of each port, different radii (ri) are
set for ports of varying scales. By identifying the trajectories that fall within the radius
(ri) of a given port, when the trajectory points are more than a certain number within the
radius (ri), we can determine the port where a vessel stays and subsequently obtain the
sequence of ports where the vessel stops. Utilizing this information, we identified vessel
movements between ports by vessel docking and extracted the origin–destination (OD)
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pairs of vessel movements between ports for the 20 days before and after the outbreak of
the Russia–Ukraine conflict on 24 February 2022. OD pairs are obtained by segmenting
the sequence of ports where a vessel stops, with each voyage representing the movement
from one port to another. Voyages are conducted along specific routes, known as OD. OD
refers to the route from the starting point to the endpoint, and the number of OD pairs for
each OD corresponds to the number of voyage occurrences along that route. The extraction
process is shown in Figure 4. The processed AIS data contain vessel MMSIs, OD point port
indices, and docking times, resulting in a total of 973,010 voyages.

Figure 4. OD pairs extraction process. (a) When vessel trajectories cluster around ports, the port
is identified as a docking port, and the sequence of ports where vessels stop is obtained. (b) By
segmenting the port sequence, the OD pairs for this vessel are extracted.

With the availability of OD pairs, it is possible to construct a complex global maritime
network by considering ports as nodes and ODs edges. The PageRank algorithm is a
method used to assess the importance of nodes in a network. In the context of the maritime
network, the PageRank algorithm can be applied to evaluate the significance and influence
of ports. By treating ports as nodes and using the connections between routes as edges, the
PageRank value for each port can be computed, as shown below in Formula (1). Ports with
higher PageRank values are considered to have greater importance and influence within
the network. By analyzing the importance ranking of key ports in the constructed maritime
network and comparing the rank before and after the conflict, changes in the importance of
these ports can be observed.

PR(pi) = α ∑
pj∈Ppi

PR
(

pj
)

L
(

pj
) +

1 − α

n
(1)

In the formula, α represents the damping factor, which is set to 0.85. PR(pi) represents
the PageRank value of node pi. Ppi denotes the set of other nodes that are connected to
node pi. L

(
pj
)

represents the out-degree of node pj. n represents the total number of nodes.

3.3.2. Resilience Calculation

We analyzed the changes in the global maritime network before and after the
Russia–Ukraine conflict by constructing the network. The maritime network refers to
a global ocean transport network that connects ports and routes of different countries and
regions. It is a complex network, composed of ports as nodes and ODs between ports as
edges. To describe the topological structure of the port network, we employed metrics
such as average degree centrality. Additionally, we calculated and analyzed the connec-
tivity, density, and distribution characteristics of the port network. These methods helped
to reveal the impact of the Russia–Ukraine conflict on the global maritime network and
provided essential foundations for a comprehensive understanding of the evolution and
resilience of the maritime network.
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Previous studies on resilience assessment of maritime networks have combined struc-
tural parameters in their resilience formulas, but they did not incorporate parameters
that represent resilience characteristics. Based on the three complementary measures of
resilience proposed by Bruneau et al. in 2003 [16], invulnerability is one of the key ca-
pabilities encompassed in resilience. It refers to the ability to reduce the consequences
resulting from failures, including attacks, negative economic impacts, and natural disasters.
Network invulnerability is closely related to network homogeneity, with network hetero-
geneity being the opposite. The Gini coefficient, commonly used to measure inequality
in complex networks, can be applied to quantify network heterogeneity. A larger Gini
coefficient indicates greater differences in node degree, reflecting a higher level of network
heterogeneity. Our resilience calculation formula incorporated the Gini coefficient into the
previous formula [27], as follows:

R =
NV × NS

ND × NC × Gini(k)
(2)

In this formula, R represents network resilience, NV represents network connectiv-
ity, NS represents network size, ND represents network density, NC represents network
centrality, and Gini(k) represents the Gini coefficient.

Network connectivity (NV) refers to the degree of interconnection between different
ports, and the potential connections between nodes can influence the resilience of the
network. It refers to the number of paths from the origin to the destination in the network.
When the network is affected, a well-connected network can provide alternative routes,
aiding countries in recovering quickly from disruptions. NV is quantified using the
maximum number of possible connections in the network, and, therefore, it is directly
proportional to resilience. The calculation formula for NV is shown in Equation (3); in this
formula, n represents the number of ports in the network, as follows:

NV = numpath = n × (n − 1) (3)

The network size (NS) refers to the magnitude of the network, which includes the
number of ports covered and the extent of route coverage, and represents the size of vessel
transportation within the network. It is determined by the total number of nodes and
edges in the network. A larger network size implies higher redundancy in the network.
When the network is affected, there are redundant nodes and edges that can mitigate the
impact. Therefore, NS is directly proportional to resilience. The calculation formula for
NS is shown in Equation (4); in this formula, n represents the number of ports, and m
represents the number of routes or edges in the network, as follows:

NS = n + m (4)

Network density (ND) refers to the degree of tight connections between ports and
routes in the maritime network. It represents the number of nodes covered by the network
within a certain unit of distance. A dense network implies that if localized damage occurs,
such as the disruption of transportation routes, more countries and ports will be adversely
affected. Therefore, network density is inversely proportional to resilience. The calculation
formula for ND is shown in Equation (5), as follows:

ND =
n

disavg
(5)

where n represents the total number of nodes in the network, disavg represents the average
distance of routes, and m represents the number of routes in the network. The calculation
formula is shown in (6), as follows:

disavg =
∑m

i=1 di

m
(6)
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where m represents the total number of edges in the network, and di represents the distance
measurement value for edge i.

Network centrality (NC) refers to the importance or central position of certain nodes
within the network. It reflects which nodes (ports) have greater influence in the maritime
network. Here, it refers to the average degree centrality of all nodes in the network,
indicating the influence of nodes in the network. The higher the centrality of a port in
the network, the more severe the damage it will suffer, and the greater the number of
affected paths. Therefore, network centrality is inversely proportional to the resilience
of the network. The calculation formula for NC is shown in Equation (7), where DCi
represents the degree centrality of node i, and n represents the number of ports in the
network, as follows:

NC =
∑n

i=1 DCi

n
(7)

The Gini coefficient can reflect network heterogeneity, where lower heterogeneity
indicates a more balanced network distribution and higher invulnerability. Extending this
concept to the study of maritime networks, network heterogeneity is inversely related to
network resilience. By arranging the nodes in the network in ascending order based on
their degrees, the cumulative nodes to total nodes ratio, denoted as Pi, is used as the x-axis,
and i

N represents the relative position of the node (Pi =
i
N ). The cumulative node degree

to the total degree ratio, denoted as Li, is used as the y-axis to plot the Lorenz curve of the
complex network. The calculation formula for the Gini coefficient is shown in Equation (8),
as follows:

Gini(k) = 1 − ∑ (Li + Li+1)× (Pi+1 − Pi) (8)

Li =
∑i

j=1 dj

∑n
j=1 dj

(9)

In this context, the variable i ranges from 1 to N − 1, representing each node in the
Lorenz curve. The range of Gini(k) is from zero to one, where zero indicates complete
homogeneity and one indicates complete heterogeneity.

By considering these indicators comprehensively, we can assess the resilience of the
network holistically and reveal its adaptability and recovery capabilities when facing
external shocks. Such analysis helps us understand the network’s performance and overall
reliability in response to sudden events like the Russia–Ukraine conflict.

3.3.3. Simulated Attacks

To predict the performance and resilience trend of two networks when facing crises,
we conducted simulations of random attacks and intentional attacks. This was carried out
to better understand the resistance of networks with high resilience to different types of
attacks. Networks with high resilience exhibit slower performance degradation when under
attack. Through these simulations, we can analyze in-depth the network’s performance
under different types of attacks, evaluate its advantages in maintaining functionality and
robustness, and verify the accuracy of our resilience calculations.

Random attacks involve randomly targeting nodes in the network N times, simulating
the impact of random events such as meteorological disasters, marine disasters, geological
hazards, and large-scale epidemics like COVID-19 and influenza on maritime transportation
networks. Intentional attacks, on the other hand, involve systematically targeting network
nodes based on their degree ranking. Intentional attacks simulate the impact of deliberate
destructive events, such as political crises and terrorist attacks, on maritime networks.

Finally, a mathematical function model was utilized to fit the performance changes in
the maritime network under different attack scenarios before and after conflicts occur. The
coefficient of determination (R2) is calculated to verify the goodness of fit, as follows:

R2 = 1 − ∑i(ŷi − yi)
2

∑i(yi − y)2 (10)
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In the equation, ŷi represents the estimated value of the dependent variable, yi repre-
sents the observed value of the dependent variable, and y represents the mean value of the
dependent variable.

4. Analysis and Results

We will present the research analysis and results on the impact of the Russia–Ukraine
conflict on the global maritime network. The analysis encompasses changes in network
structure, network resilience, and network performance before and after the conflict.

4.1. Construction of the Global Maritime Complex Network

By extracting AIS trajectory data, we obtained maritime network data between ports
for a period of 20 days before (Figure 5) and after (Figure 6) the outbreak of the Russia–
Ukraine conflict, excluding fishing vessels. OD stands for origin and destination, and the
lines between two points represent spatial interactions. An OD pair represents a single voy-
age of a vessel between ports. The total number of OD pairs before the conflict was 413,726,
which increased to 559,284 pairs after the conflict. This indicates a significant increase in
maritime transportation volume between ports following the conflict. Additionally, the
number of ports involved in shipping increased from 2657 to 2996, implying that more
ports were incorporated into the global maritime network. The figure demonstrates the
spatial interactions between ports in the maritime network. Ports are depicted as nodes,
and the interactions between ports by vessels are represented through lines (edges). The
thickness and darkness of the lines indicate a higher frequency of interactions between
ports, with thicker and darker lines representing greater interaction frequency.

The increase in OD pairs between ports may be attributed to the expansion and ad-
justment of the global maritime network to accommodate changes in routes and cargo
transport after the conflict. The conflict may have resulted in the interruption or adjust-
ment of certain shipping routes, prompting vessels to choose between a wider range of
ports. Furthermore, the global economic recovery and growth in trade activities may have
facilitated the expansion of the global maritime network, making more ports significant
logistics nodes.

These findings provide important clues about the impact of the Russia–Ukraine conflict
on the maritime transportation system. Further investigations can explore the spatial
distribution and network characteristics of the maritime network, to reveal the topology
and resilience of the global maritime network. Such research contributes to optimizing the
layout and operation of maritime transportation systems in response to future challenges
and changes.

Figure 5. Extracted OD results for 20 days before conflict outbreak.
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Figure 6. Extracted OD results for 20 days after conflict outbreak.

To analyze the maritime network, we applied the PageRank algorithm to calculate the
importance of ports in the global maritime network before and after the Russia–Ukraine
conflict. By comparing the network before and after the conflict, significant changes in the
importance of ports were observed.

Port rankings can reflect the changes in relative status and influence of ports in global
shipping. By summing up the rankings of ports within a country, a comprehensive indicator
can be obtained, which reflects the overall performance of that country’s ports in global
shipping. We used the PageRank algorithm to rank the importance of ports in the maritime
network before and after conflicts. As the ports in Russia and Ukraine are likely to be
significantly affected by the events, we aggregated the rankings of all ports involved in
global maritime transportation in Ukraine and Russia before and after the conflicts. The
rankings of all ports in Ukraine and Russia involved in global maritime transportation
were summed up before and after the conflict. From Table 2, it can be observed that the
cumulative rankings of ports from both countries have declined among global ports. From
this, it is presumed that following the conflict, the positions of both Ukraine and Russia
have decreased in global maritime shipping.

Table 2. Sum of rankings of Russian and Ukrainian ports in global ports before and after the
Russia–Ukraine conflict.

Country Before After

Russia 58,198 63,838
Ukraine 14,072 19,489

4.2. Resilience of the Global Maritime Network and Its Temporal Variations

The calculation results for the global maritime network resilience are presented in
Table 3. Before the outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine conflict, the Gini coefficient of the global
maritime network was 0.82, and after the conflict, it was 0.83. Both values fall within the
range of 0.5 to 1, indicating a significant heterogeneity in the maritime network. The Gini
coefficient reflects the degree of imbalance in the distribution of network nodes, and the
closer the value is to 1, the more pronounced the imbalance of the nodes is.

In our study, the Gini coefficient of the maritime network suggested the presence of a
small number of highly connected nodes and a majority of nodes with lower degrees. These
highly connected nodes may represent important ports or transportation hubs, playing
crucial roles in transportation. Other nodes may represent smaller ports or regional routes
with limited connectivity.
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Table 3. Resilience calculation results of the global maritime network before and after the conflict.

Date Network
Connectivity

Network
Size

Network
Density

Network
Centrality

Gini
Coefficient R

4th February–23rd February 7,056,992 32,346 1.7605 0.0084 0.82 1.88 × 1013

25th February–16th March 8,973,020 44,172 2.3317 0.0092 0.83 2.23 × 1013

The occurrence of the conflict may have elevated the status of certain ports in the
global maritime network, turning them into new significant nodes and exacerbating the
imbalance in node distribution. At the same time, some ports may have experienced a
decline in their status and further increased the network’s heterogeneity due to the impact
they faced.

The resilience calculations indicate that the conflict led to significant changes in the
network structure and trade flow of major economies. The reduction in shipping volume in
the Black Sea region, coupled with an increase in global maritime traffic, indicates that spill-
over effects of the conflict led to a rise in network connectivity, size and density. Overall, in
terms of the network’s topology, the resilience increased. The enhanced network resilience
enables it to better absorb shocks and potentially increase its robustness against future
conflicts or unforeseen events. It is important to note that the increased resilience of the
global maritime shipping network cannot be solely attributed to the Russia–Ukraine conflict
alone. However, it can be considered that there is a correlation between the enhanced
resilience of the global maritime shipping network and the Russia–Ukraine conflict.

4.3. Simulated Attacks

We simulated two types of attacks on two networks constructed by our research during
the 20 days before and after the outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine conflict. We calculated
three statistical properties of complex networks: the maximal connected subgraph, the
clustering coefficient, and the network efficiency of the global maritime network (Figure 7).

Under random attacks, the maximal connected subgraph of the network exhibited
a linear decrease as the number of nodes decreased. The slope of the network after the
conflict outbreak was lower. Deliberate attacks showed a continuous trend of rapid decline
to steep decline. In both pre- and post-outbreak networks, when the number of attacked
nodes reached around 1000, the network approached collapse.

For the four sets of computed data, a power function model was used for fitting. The
model parameters were determined through iterative calculations with given initial variables,
and the fitting accuracy was sufficiently fine: the convergence tolerance (ACT) was all below
the order of 10−6; the calculated R2 values were close to 1, indicating a good fit.

Comparing the random attack patterns before and after the Russia–Ukraine conflict,
the maximal connected subgraph model approached a linear model. Considering only the
slope parameter of the model, the rate of decrease in the maximal connected subgraph
during the twenty days after the conflict outbreak was significantly lower than that before
the conflict, indicating a significant impact of the Russia–Ukraine conflict. The network
resilience was higher after the conflict, thus validating our previous calculations of resilience.
On the other hand, the models for clustering coefficient and network efficiency better fitted
an upward concave power function. Through derivative calculations, it was observed that
the rates of decrease in both clustering coefficient and network efficiency were also lower
after the outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine conflict. This result aligns with the observed
trends: after the outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine conflict, the clustering coefficient and
network efficiency of the global maritime network decreased to zero after enduring more
random attacks. Before the outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine conflict, the maritime shipping
network experienced a drastic increase in the rate of decrease in clustering coefficient and
network efficiency after enduring 1500 attacks. However, after the outbreak of the conflict,
the rate of decrease in clustering coefficient and network efficiency remained relatively
moderate, until it had to withstand 2000 attacks. Therefore, these two statistical properties
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also indicated a significant impact of the Russia–Ukraine conflict and a higher network
resilience after the conflict.

Figure 7. Fitted function plots of network performance changes under different attack modes before
and after the Russia–Ukraine conflict. The three columns of images represent the maximal connected
subgraph, clustering coefficient, and network efficiency. (a–c) depict the resilience changes in the
maritime network before the conflict under random attacks. (d–f) show the resilience changes in the
maritime network after the conflict under random attacks. (g–i) display the resilience changes in the
maritime network before the conflict under targeted attacks. (j–l) exhibit the resilience changes in the
maritime network after the conflict under targeted attacks.
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Next, we discussed the comparison of three sets of data under deliberate attack models.
Under deliberate attacks, all three statistical properties exhibited a linear trend, and com-
pared to random attacks, the curvature of the regression model could be neglected. Hence,
considering the slope parameter of the power function, in the models for the twenty days
after the outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine conflict, the slopes of the three models were smaller.
Comparing the maximal connected subgraphs, the slope in Figure 7g was −1.109 × 10−8,
while the slope in Figure 7j was −4.093 × 10−9. This indicates that after the conflict, the
downward trend of the fitted function was less steep. Similarly, the fitted function plots
for the clustering coefficient and the network efficiency yielded the same conclusion. The
maximal connected subgraph, clustering coefficient, and network efficiency all decreased to
zero after enduring more deliberate attacks. Therefore, it can be concluded that the impact
of the Russia–Ukraine conflict was also significant under deliberate attack patterns, and the
network resilience was higher after the conflict.

Comparing the derivative plots of the fitted functions for the data before and after
20 days of the Russia–Ukraine conflict under the random attack mode (Figure 8), it could
be observed that the derivative functions of the fitted functions for the three measures after
the conflict were larger than that before the conflict. Therefore, after the occurrence of the
Russia–Ukraine conflict, the rate of decline in the maximal connected subgraph, clustering
coefficient, and network efficiency was lower, compared to before the conflict.

Figure 8. Derivative comparison of fitted function plots for network performance changes under
different attack modes. The three columns of images represent the maximal connected subgraph,
clustering coefficient, and network efficiency, respectively. (A–C) correspond to random attacks,
while (D–F) correspond to deliberate attacks.

Similarly, comparing the derivative plots of the fitted functions for the data before
and after 20 days of the Russia–Ukraine conflict under the deliberate attack mode, similar
conclusions could be drawn. The rate of decline in the maximal connected subgraph and
network efficiency became slower after the occurrence of the conflict. As for the derivative
plot of the clustering coefficient, it exhibited an alternating pattern. However, considering
the overall fitting results of the clustering coefficient data, the same conclusion can still be
reached, indicating that the rate of decline in the clustering coefficient was lower after the
Russia–Ukraine conflict.
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In conclusion, our analysis indicated that the Russia–Ukraine conflict had a significant
impact on the structural resilience of the global maritime network, and thus on global
trade and transportation. Policy makers and stakeholders in the shipping industry need
to pay attention to these changes in order to adapt to the evolving global economic and
political landscape. Our analysis of the impact of the Russia–Ukraine conflict on the global
maritime network emphasized the need for policy makers and stakeholders to monitor and
adapt to network changes. The findings of this study can provide valuable information for
policy decisions related to global trade and transportation and offer insights into the role of
conflicts in altering the global maritime network.

5. Discussion

The analysis of the results presented in the previous section provides data support and
new findings regarding the impact of the Russia–Ukraine conflict on the global maritime
network. In this section, we will discuss these findings, their implications, potential
limitations, and future research directions.

Previous studies on energy have indicated that the Russia–Ukraine conflict has had
profound impacts on the global energy system, disrupting supply demand patterns and
undermining long-standing energy trade relations [28]. Energy prices have surged across
the board, particularly with the soaring cost of natural gas, prompting many countries
to shift towards coal-fired power generation. There have been significant changes in the
global coal flow as Russian coal supply, hampered by transportation restrictions, could not
be fully transported, resulting in a strain on global coal supply [29].

According to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
statistics on the international shipping volume of all cargo vessels departing weekly from
the Black Sea region [1], in the weeks following the outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine conflict,
Ukraine experienced a sharp decline in shipping volume. The number of vessels departing
from Ukrainian ports per week plummeted from around 160 to approximately 10, while
vessels departing from Russian ports in the Black Sea region decreased from about 280
to around 150 per week. The overall shipping volume in the Black Sea region dropped
from approximately 1500 to around 1000 vessels, with a slight recovery not observed until
April. The reduction in shipping routes to the Black Sea region has had a significant impact
on global logistics. Some Ukrainian goods are being transported from ports in Romania
and Bulgaria to trade routes along the Danube River, exacerbating port congestion in
Europe. The Russia–Ukraine conflict has brought about changes in trade patterns and
disrupted supply chains. Following the outbreak of the conflict, buyers have sought
alternative suppliers, often located at greater distances, which has increased both time
and energy costs. The war has posed severe challenges to global energy supply, leading
to a reconfiguration of the oil and gas trade landscape. Additionally, container shipping
has also been affected, with nine out of the top ten global container shipping companies
suspending their operations in the Black Sea region.

We observed a decrease in the number of shipping connections between ports in
the Black Sea region, as well as between ports in the Black Sea region and ports in the
Mediterranean and Northern European regions. However, the Russia–Ukraine conflict
has had both negative and positive impacts on maritime shipping. The research findings
indicate that following the conflict, there was an increase in transportation demand, an
improvement in network resilience, greater network stability, and a robust supply chain.

Firstly, the conflict has resulted in significant changes to the network structure and
trade flow of major economies. The decrease in shipping volume in the Black Sea region
has been accompanied by an increase in the global movement of vessels, indicating that the
conflict has had spill-over effects on other parts of the world. After the conflict, there has
been an increase in network connectivity, network size, and density, while the heterogeneity
of the network has remained relatively stable. Overall, in terms of topology, the resilience
of the network has improved. The increased resilience enhances the network’s ability to
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absorb shocks and may increase its robustness against future conflicts or unforeseen events
that could cause damage.

6. Conclusions

This study provides a comprehensive analysis of the global maritime shipping network
before and after the Russia–Ukraine conflict. By utilizing AIS data and global port data,
we were able to identify changes in shipping patterns and network topology during a
specific period surrounding the conflict. It is evident that the conflict between Russia and
Ukraine had a significant impact on the global maritime shipping network, highlighting
the responsiveness of shipping to geopolitical events. The study reveals that the network
structure underwent changes and exhibited an increased resilience following the conflict.
Transportation network disruptions can result in substantial economic consequences, but
enhancing network resilience can alleviate these impacts. Based on our research findings,
the closure of small-scale ports caused by the Russia–Ukraine conflict may have caused
localized losses without inflicting severe damage on global maritime shipping, thanks to
the network’s adaptability. Conversely, the strengthened cooperation and coordination
among stakeholders ensured the resilience and reliability of the marine network. We hope
that this study will contribute to empowering global decision-makers in managing current
crises and driving the world towards a safer and more sustainable future.

The findings of this study have important implications for policymakers, shipping
companies, and other stakeholders in the maritime industry when facing geopolitical
conflicts. Firstly, the research emphasizes the significance of considering geopolitical risks
and conflicts in maritime trade planning and decision-making. Secondly, it highlights the
necessity of developing a stronger and more resilient maritime network that can withstand
disruptions and adapt to a changing environment. Thirdly, the study provides profound
insights into mechanisms for mitigating the impact of geopolitical conflicts. Lastly, the
methodology and analytical framework employed in this study can serve as valuable
tools for policymakers, researchers, and other stakeholders in analyzing and planning the
resilience of maritime trade.

The research findings highlight the importance of alternative shipping routes, which
have the potential to mitigate the negative impacts of conflicts on the maritime shipping
network. During the conflict, there was a noticeable increase in the utilization of alternative
routes such as the Red Sea, Persian Gulf, and the Strait of Hormuz, indicating that industry
practitioners are adapting to the new realities of the global maritime shipping network.

However, this study has several limitations that need to be acknowledged. Firstly,
the study relies on AIS data, and the raw data lack certain vessel attributes such as cargo
capacity, departure times, and origin–destination ports. Additionally, the availability
and coverage of AIS data are limited and may also be constrained by factors such as
incomplete data and one-sided ship types. Errors and inaccuracies may still exist in
AIS data [30]. Based on this study, further research can be conducted to delve into the
changes in shipping routes, transportation volumes, and cargo types at various ports under
circumstances other than major conflicts. The industry report based on the SJTU Global
Maritime Prosperity Index (SMPI) released by Shanghai Jiao Tong University also indicated
that the SMPI index for March 2022 was higher than that of February. It is a common
trend in the maritime shipping industry that March usually experiences a small peak,
considering past seasonal patterns. Additionally, factors such as political influences and
fluctuations in commodity market prices, including crude oil and grains, can contribute to
these variations. Therefore, it is important to note that the increased resilience of the global
maritime shipping network cannot be solely attributed to the Russia–Ukraine conflict alone.
However, it can be considered that there is a correlation between the enhanced resilience of
the global maritime shipping network and the Russia–Ukraine conflict. If a longer-term
analysis can be conducted to examine the long-term impact of the Russia–Ukraine conflict
or perform a year-by-year comparative analysis using the same methodology, the study
would be more meaningful, and the conclusions would be more convincing. In the future,
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such research will be pursued if the data conditions allow for it. Additionally, a detailed
analysis of the specific changes in the number of ships and ports before and after the
outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine conflict can be refined to provide a finer granularity.

Furthermore, our research results suggest that policymakers can take measures to
strengthen the resilience of the maritime shipping network to ensure its ability to withstand
various disruptive events. This may involve investments in port infrastructure, transporta-
tion modes, and network design to enhance the redundancy and flexibility of the network.
The development of new transportation technologies could also enhance network resilience.
Introducing diversified transportation methods, such as automation and unmanned ves-
sels, can reduce reliance on human resources and improve the flexibility of transportation
networks. Advanced vessel communication and monitoring technologies can ensure the
safety of vessels and smooth transportation of goods. Intelligent route optimization and
dynamic path planning can reduce risks in maritime transportation, lower transportation
costs, enrich transportation routes, and enhance the resilience of the network.

This study contributes to a better understanding of the complex dynamics of the global
maritime shipping network and reveals strategies for ensuring the security of maritime
supply chains. Future research could focus on the development of more sophisticated
resilience computation models and simulation techniques to accurately predict changes
in resilience and simulate real-world scenarios. Further investigation is needed to explore
the long-term impacts of the Russia–Ukraine conflict and identify strategies to enhance the
resilience of the global maritime network.
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Appendix A

The We have generated global maritime track density maps before and after the
outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine conflict. During the mapping process, we classified all
vessels into five categories: cargo vessels, liquid cargo vessels, passenger vessels, fishing
vessels and special purpose vessels. Density maps were created for each of these vessel
types, and density differentials were calculated. We conducted an in-depth analysis of the
changing trends in various ocean regions and shipping routes to gain a comprehensive
understanding of the evolution and adaptability of the global maritime network.

By analyzing the absolute density differential maps, we observed variations in the
number of vessels on different major shipping routes following the Russia–Ukraine conflict.
Overall, global maritime transportation became more active. In areas further from the coast,
the traffic density in the Pacific Ocean, Atlantic Ocean, Indian Ocean, and Arctic Ocean
has significantly increased. However, certain regions experienced negative impacts on
transportation, such as the Black Sea, Adriatic Sea, Aegean Sea, Strait of Sicily, and Korea
Strait, where vessel activities noticeably decreased. On the other hand, traffic density in
the Red Sea, Persian Gulf, and Strait of Hormuz significantly increased, possibly due to
geopolitical factors and energy demand.

Among all vessel types, cargo ships constituted the largest proportion, indicating that
overall maritime trends were heavily influenced by cargo transportation. The trend in
cargo vessels is generally consistent with the overall maritime trend. The transportation
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of liquid cargo vessels notably decreased in the English Channel and Korea Strait, while
it increased significantly in the Red Sea, Persian Gulf, and Strait of Hormuz. This may be
attributed to changes in energy demand and supply chains in these regions.

The changes in passenger vessels were dispersed globally, with an overall decline in
the Black Sea region. Special purpose vessels and fishing vessels showed increased usage
rates around Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, Mumbai in India, along the southwest coast of Africa,
and in the Persian Gulf. These changes may be linked to local economic activities and
resource utilization.

In summary, the density of the global maritime network significantly increased after
the conflict, indicating that the number of connections between ports has risen markedly.
This increased density may be attributed to route adjustments and adaptations, as well as
changes in the demand for cargo transportation.

Figure A1. Global Maritime Traffic Density Variation. The figure presents the density absolute
difference plot of average vessel transits per square kilometer for 20 days before and after the
outbreak of the Russia–Ukraine conflict. Red indicates an increase, while blue indicates a decrease.
Vessel categories: (a) all vessels, (b) cargo, (c) liquid cargo, (d) passenger, (e) fishing, (f) special
purpose vessels.
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